ABSTRACT


Accounting information of vital importance for planning, operation, and decision making. For example is accounting information providing information of about supply. For company construction, problem supply represent the prima facie problem, because supply amount which is quite a lot costing money big enough and some supply very easy destroy so that may not be kept too old. From above description, hence writer feel interested to chosen the title in this research that is: “Systems Analysis of Accounting Information of Supply at PT. Crown Property Medan.”

From to description of previous chapter, inferential that accounting system of supply applied during the time most still manual, although have used computer, way of wearing still very finite and a lot of owning insuffiency. Report accepted less be informative and mistime. For that, require to be made by desain accounting system new supply which can vanish the insuffiency of exist in previous system, new desain system base on the computer by using accountancy program in the form of MYOB. Framework system made consisted of the framework input, framework of system and procedure, and also framework out put.

From above conclusion, hence suggestion which can be passed to a company party to be changing information system of supply accountancy owned during the time with the system being based on computer, that is program MYOB. Program this expected can vanish the system weakness old ones so that information accepted can more informative, accurate, and on schedule. If seen from expense side, resource owned, goodness of employees and also equipments enable company to use the program MYOB only require to be enhanced capacities of equipments owned and training for employees.